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Abstract b

The transport of a high current relativistic electron beam in
a stripline beam kicker is strongly dqendent on the wake
properties of the structure. The effeet of the bearn-induced
fields on the steering of the beam must be detmmined for a
prescribed trajectory within the structure. A 3-D time
domain electromagnetic code is used to determine the wake
fields and the resultant Lorentz force on the beam both for
an ultra-relativistic electron beam moving parallel to the
beamline axis as well as a beam that follows a curved
trajectory through the structure. Usually in determining the
wake properties of the structure, a wake impedanee is found
for a beam that is moving parallel to the beamline axis.
However, we extend this concept to curved trajectories by
calculating beam induced forces rdong the curved trajectory.
Comparisons are made with simple transmission line
models of the structure. The wake properties are used in
models to transport the beam self-consistently through the
structure.

1 INTRODUCTION

The stripline beam kicker is designed to spatially separate a
high current electron beam for transport into two sepamte
beamlines. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the
geometry under consideration.

Figure 1. Kicker geometq and beam trajectory

An external pulse is applied to the downstream end
of the kicker and the beam is defleeted into one of two
beamlines. The beam kicker is conceptually similar in
design to a stripIine beam position monitor. [1] However,
the beam position monitor is typically used in high-energy
accelerator applications with small beam current, to
determine the transverse beam Ioeation by measurement of
induced voltages on the striplines. In our application, the
beam current is sufficiently large as to generate beam-
induced voltages and currents on the strip transmission Iines
comparable with the externally applied voltages and
currents. The dipole component of the beam-induced fields

can contribute to the steering of the beam in addition to
the externally applied steering fields. The wake
impedance characterizes the Wength of the interaction.

2 ANALYSIS

The wake impedanee is a measure of the speetral
characteristic of the integrated Lorentz fo~ on a test
charge, g traveling a freed distance s, behind a source
charge, Q. The concept of the wake potential and
transverse wake impedanee of a structure are dxussed
by DcFord,[2] and are defined as

w(s) = ;_jdz(E +vx%=(s+,)/. (1)

z,(a))=~ ~w,(s)d~ds (2)
v -Ca

where co=kv.
This type of stripline structure has been

discussed in some detail by Ng.[1] A simple model for
the dipole wake impedance can be found using a simple
transmission line model as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Transmission line model

To account for the curved tnjectory of the
beam within the structure, an equivalent shunt dipole
currenc g(z,t) will be continuously setup along the
transmission line to aeeount for the change in the
beam’s dipole return current. The current sources at the
ends of the structure rqxesent the dipcde gap return
currents. Therefore, the transmission line equations
representing this model are given by

and

C31 ~ W—=—
dz

~+g(z, t)

(3)

(4)



Whe$e

g(z, t)= ~sin($):[r(z)~.(f-dlc-z,c)](5)

and ~z) represents the trajecto~ of the beam through the
structure.

If the beam is moving at a constant offset in the
structure, the only dipole current sources in the transmission
line model are the upstream and downstream dipole gap
return currents. The wakes are then found by application of
Equations (1) and (2) to the fields along the transmission
line and analytic expressions for the transverse dipole (m =
1) impedance is found for a matched transmission line as

(2)(i)[sin2(?) ,
Z,(@) =~sin2 ~

s

+j.sin(~)cos($)]

(6)

The effect of g(z,t) is to set up waves continuously
along the transmission line which interact with the test
charge as opposed to the case when the beam is moving
parallel to the axis and the perturbed current is only
generated at the gaps at the beginning and end of the
structure. The continuous source distribution will
significantly alter the wake properties of the structure.

For example, if the beam enters on axis and is
steered off axis by an externally applied field as in the beam
kicker we expect a reduction in the transverse dipole
impedance since no beam return dipole current is present at
the upstream gap. Also, the presence of the continuous
distribution of sources will lead to a superposition of waves
with differing phases to interact with the test charge which
can lead to a reduction in the impedance as well as a
redistribution of the spectral content of the impedanee
associated with the structure. A beam transport model based
on the effect of the distributed shunt current sources is behg
developed.[3]

3 MODELING

We use a 3-D finite-difference timedomain (FIND) @
TSAR (Temporal Scattering and Response) to model the
wake properties of the structure and compare the m.suitswith
the simple transmission line model for the structure as
deseribed by Ng.[1] The code uses a 3-D grid composed of
cubical cells for the FIND analysis, with each cell being
assigned a given material property. The cell size is typically
chosen to resolve the shortest wavelength expeeted in the
problem and is chosen small enough to accurately represent
the smallest dimension in the model. In addition, to satisfy
stability requirements for the FDTD field solver, the
Courant condition for the time step must be satisfied. This
condition is (dt<cfvl?c) where ah is the length of a cell edge.
It is also important to resolve the lowest tlequency that the

eleetron beam may excite, which determines the total
number of time steps to be run for a specific problem.

In our numerical calculations, the length of the
structure was 10 cm, the strip radius was 1.65 cm, the
subtended angle of each of the 4 strips was 55 &gnxs
and the enclosure radius was 1.9 cm. The structure was
terminated with 25f2 resistors which were chosen based
on a fnqueney domain calculation of the TEA-I
impedanee of the structure for our geometry. Even to
represent the gross geometic characteristics of the
structure using cubical cells requires a cell size of 0.5
mm making the computational size of this problem
8x106cells and requires a time step of .83 ps as Mated
by the Courant condition. The axial ends of the problem
space had MUR radiation boundary conditions imposed
to prevent undesii reflections. The MUR boundary
conditions were located 25 cm away from eaeh end of
the structure to allow a sufficient decay of evanescent
waves. The problem was run for 16000 time steps.

For modeling purposes the trajectory of the
beam was either a constant offset beam at a radius of 1
cm or a trajectory of the form

‘(z)=wcosm(7)

where d is the length of the structure. In this case, the
beam enters the structure on axis and leaves at an offset
of r~l cm. While this trajectory is somewhat artificial,
it was requked to have the beam enter and leave the
problem space normal to the plane of the MUR
radiation boundary conditions at the axial ends of the
problem space for stability of the code. F@res 3a and o
3b show comparisons of the analytic model of the offset
beam with results obtained numerically through the
modeling code for the transverse dipole impedance for a
beam with a constant offset. As is seen, there is
exeellent low frequeney agreement with the numerieal
results for the constant offset beam with the analytic
dipole impedanee. Figures 4a and 4b show the results
due to the distributed source g(~r) arising from the
trajectory defined in equation 7. Note that these plots do
not include the contributions from the dipole gap
currents. Again, there is exeellent low fiquency
agreement between the distributed source model and the
code results. These results must be subtmeted from the
constant offset impedance results to obtain the total
curved trajectory dipole impedances. The effeet of the
curved trajectory, as expeeted was to reduee the
impedance and redistribute the impedanee spectra. The
deviations at the higher frequeneiea may be due to the
high fi-equencyimpedanee of the wire resistors used in
the FDTD code which are not included in the analytic
model since we are assuming the striplines to be
matched.

.
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Figure 3a. Real part of impedance for offset beam
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Figure 3b. Imaginary part of impedance for offset beam
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Figure 4a. Contribution to real part of dipole impedance for
curved trajectory from distributed source te~ g(zt)
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Figure 4b. Contribution to imaginary part of d@e
impedance for curved trajectory from dktributed source
term, g(z, t)

4 CONCLUSION

The effect of including more complex beam trajectories
in wake impedance calculations can have significant
impact on the nature of the beam interaction. These
effects are particularly relevant in the design of high-
current beam transport systems where the beam induced
fields may be large. It is found that the wake impedance
spectra is altered due to the introduction of a continuous
distribution of shunt transmission line currents to
account for the change in dipole return current as the
beam is deflected in the structure. The resultant
supe~sition of waves generated by the distributed
current sources is to redistribute the spectral content of
the wake impedance. We see from our modeling the
wake impedance at very low tkequency is reduced by a
factor of 2 indicating the effect of beam induced
steering is not as significant as in the beam offset case.
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